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NEW QUESTION: 1
A customer needs corporate IT governance and cost oversight of
all AWS resources consumed by its divisions. The divisions want
to maintain administrative control of the discrete AWS
resources they consume and keep those resources separate from
the resources of other divisions. Which of the following
options, when used together will support the autonomy/control
of divisions while enabling corporate IT to maintain governance
and cost oversight?
Choose 2 answers
A. Enable IAM cross-account access for all corporate IT
administrators in each child account.
B. Use AWS Consolidated Billing and disable AWS root account
access for the child accounts.
C. Write all child AWS CloudTrail and Amazon CloudWatch logs to
each child account's Amazon S3 'Log' bucket.
D. Create separate VPCs for each division within the corporate
IT AWS account.
E. Use AWS Consolidated Billing to link the divisions' accounts
to a parent corporate account.
Answer: C,E

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which is the correct formula for calculating the file system
backup bandwidth?
A. If replication is not required, the formula is as follows:
Required bandwidth (with client deduplication) = Data amount of
full backup -=- Backup window -f Bandwidth utilization rate.
B. If replication is not required, the formula is as follows:
Required bandwidth (with deduplication at the media end) = Data
amount of full backup -r Deduplication ratio -r Backup window
-f Bandwidth utilization rate.
C. If replication is not required, the formula is as follows:
Required bandwidth (without deduplication) = Data amount of
full backup -f Backup window -r Bandwidth utilization rate.
D. If replication is required, the formula is as follows:
Required bandwidth (with deduplication) = Amount of data to be
replicated -r Backup window -r Bandwidth utilization rate.
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 3
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Answer: A,D,E
Explanation:
B: For an Oracle RAC CDB, one active undo tablespace exists for
each instance.
C: From a physical perspective, a CDB has basically the same
structure as a non-CDB, except that each PDB has its own set of
tablespaces (including its own SYSTEM and SYSAUX tablespaces)
and data files.
References:
https://docs.oracle.com/database/121/CNCPT/cdblogic.htm#CNCPT89
268

NEW QUESTION: 4
Note: This question is part of a series of questions that
present the same scenario. Each question in the series contains
a unique solution. Determine whether the solution meets the
stated goals.
Your company has an Office 365 subscription.
Users at the company use Microsoft Skype for Business to send
instant messages to internal users, external partners, and
users on the consumer version of Skype.
You discover that the Skype for Business users fail to
communicate with users on Google Hangout.
You need to ensure that the Skype for Business users can send
instant messages to the Google Hangout users.
Solution: You run the Set-CSExternalAccessPolicy-identity
FederationAndPICDefault-EnablePublicCloudAccess $true command.
Does this meet the goal?
A. No
B. Yes
Answer: B
Explanation:
Explanation
The net result: all external access policies that allow public
cloud access will also allow federation access.
The EnablePublicCloudAccess parameter indicates whether the
user is allowed to communicate with people who have SIP
accounts with a public Internet connectivity provider such as
MSN. The default value is False.
References:
https://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/gg398916.aspx
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